
Spain 2013 
October 6th - 26th  

Our three-week trip began on October 6th when 
we landed in Barcelona.  We picked up our car, 
which included wireless data, and drove to 
Carcassonne France, then Andorra La Vella, 
followed by Tossa De Mar on Spain’s Costa Brava.  
We stayed in each place just two nights, which was 
enough to get a taste, but maybe not a meal.  We 
returned to Barcelona, met Eric and Alba and 
began our grand tour of Spain.  

Our itinary: 
1. Barcelona: October 12 - 13 
2. Valencia: October 14 
3. Granada: October 15 - 17 
4. Cadiz: October 18 
5. Seville: October 19 - 20 
6. Cordoba: October  21 - 22 
7. Toledo: October 23 
8. Madrid: October 24 - 25 
9. Sitges: October 26 

(c) William F. Hertha 2013 



Carcassonne

We arrived there in the afternoon.  Unlike most ancient towns, 
Carcassonne does not permit driving within the old city; all 
parking is in public lots outside the walls.  We had no problem 
in finding the parking lot because we had studied google 
street view beforehand. 

The B&B, Le Logis des Remparts, where we stayed the two 
nights was small but clean. The location was great, right in the 
old city.  

We spent the afternoon scouting the old city, looking for 
restaurants and interesting buildings. 

On the second day, we spent the morning touring inside the 
citadel, and then we walked along the old city wall extending 
from the citadel to the main gate.  This wall includes five towers 
built by the Romans.  

In the afternoon we drove down to the new city for some 
groceries;  eating restaurant food for every meal can be tiring, 
even though we did find a nice little restaurant -- L'Escargot -- 
which was friendly and inexpensive.  We ate there both nights 
because the food was good and interesting 

Sunset
The western ramparts of the fortifications at sunset. 







Gargoyle
This gargoyle found on the outside wall of the 
Basilica of Saint-Nazaire 

Linda
Having a glass of red in the little patio garden of 
our hotel. 



The Porte Narbonnaise 
Entrance to the Fortified City of Carcassonne 



Andorra la Vella 

The drive to Andorra was over French country roads. They were 
winding and slow and often busy. 

As we arrived in the capital, Andorra la Vella, the GPS failed; the 
streets were too narrow and close together so it lost our 
position which resulted in it providing erratic directions.  
Consequently we  drove past the hotel a few times without 
noticing it. Eventually we parked the car and walked.  This 
technigue would be used several times along our tour.  

Our hotel, Hesperia Andorra la Vella,  had very nice rooms. The 
front desk was also very helpful. While he suggested a hike, it 
was some 40 minutes from the hotel. As it was mid afternoon 
we opted for a location nearer to the hotel, a trail that led to 
Refugi de Coma Pedrosa.  

Our first dinner in Andorra was quite unsatisfactory; Linda 
ordered black cod but it turned out to be deep-fried fish balls. 
Breakfast, however, was better;  the fruit was good. 

Next day we went out for a longer hike. It took us 3.5 hours to 
get to the destination (the Refugi Fonverd, which is a hut in the 
Madriu Valley).  Not to be disheartened,  the posted time was 
estimated to be 2 hours. 

The hike was enjoyable and for the most part the trail was in 
the shade; we took a lot of breaks. 

The hike back was much easier and faster.  

We were back in the hotel by 5 p.m. Linda found  nice 
restaurant that opened at 8:30 p.m. The dinner was fantastic. It 
made up for the bad dinner the previous night. 

Hike
Our hike to Refugi Fontverd in Madriu-Perafita-Claror Valley took over 3 hours; the return was 
less than half that. 



Hike to Refugi de Coma Pedrosa 
Although we walked only part way along the path the scenary left a sense of the pre-historic. 



Horses
At Refugi Fontverd we found we were in the company of grazzing horses. 



Tossa De Mar 

As before a large portion of the drive from Andorra to Tossa De 
Mar was across winding mountain roads; the distance was 
short, but the time was long.   

Tossa De Mar is a beautiful sea-side village. The hotel, Hotel 
Diana,  was classic in style and architecture located on the 
beach, facing the castle. Our room had a good view of the old 
city, and the castle. 

After we checked in, we took a walk in the old city, climbed to 
the top of Mount Guardí where we found a lighthouse and a 
restaurant over looking the Mediterranean Sea.  There we 
settled in for some tappas, beer and view.   

Later we walked over to the tourist bureau and picked up some 
hiking maps. Coincidently there was a trail that left from the 
bureau that led to the coast and then to the old city and then 
our hotel. 

The next day it was raining; our planned 13km hike to Lloret De 
Mar would have to be deferred.  The front desk suggested we 
drive to St. Fulieu. The road reportedly has 365 turns. It did offer 
a spectacular view.  We were not disappointed, at least with the 
drive--we stopped several times on the way to take 
pictures--however, there was not much to do in St. Fulieu. 

We returned to Tossa de Mar and walked through the old city. 



Village Vella 
The old town at dusk. 



Linda
On the sea-facing tower of the castle in Tossa De Mar with the village and 
beach in the background 

Rest
We followed the trail through the castel up to the top of the hill where 
there was a light house and a little restaurant overlooking the coast of the 
Mediteranean Sea. 



Barcelona

On the open highway the GPS provided good directions and worked 
reliably.  In the “old towns” it faired poorly. This resulted in a lot of 
back-and-forth often taking close to an hour before we could 
establish the exact location of the hotel. 

When we arrived in Barcelona, there were road closures near the 
hotel because of  protests. The roads closed of course were ones that 
the GPS directed us to take.  We circled several times trying to find a 
different route. The last time, we were stopped by a policeman telling 
us we had gone through a red light. The fine was 100 euro, in cash. 
No comment.  

We found the hotel on foot; first we parked and then we walked.  
After this experience the car stayed in the parking lot for the 
remainder of our time in Barcelona. 

After checking in, we walked around the old city. 

Eric and Alba arrived at the hotel early evening and then dinner 
followed.

The next day we joined the Barcelona City Tour, a hop-on-off bus 
tour.  We started with the east route.  Our first hop-off was the Sacred 
Family Church. It was a spectacular design, so much detail on all 
sides and in each nook and cranny. There was a long queue to buy 
tickets and there was another to get through the entrance, so we 
simply enjoyed the exterior. 

Our next hop-off was at Park Guell, it was very crowded, then 
Hospital de Sant Pau, and finally Casa Batllo.  Linda and Alba went in,  
Eric and Bill decided to rest in a sidewalk cafe. The architect was 
brilliant. He considered  all the details of the design of the main hall, 
windows, stairs, the central airwell, and the roof terrace.   

After that stop we continued along the west route, but hopped-off 
no more.   

Barcelona City Tour Pamphlet 





Opening the Camera App on his iPhone Taking the self portrate Checking the results. 



Basilica of La Mercè 




Alba and Linda at Sagrada Família in Barcelona 

Linda and Alba at Park Güell in Barcelona 



Modern Architecture 
Barcelona offers a wide range of architectural styles and times. 

Sagrada Família 
Started in 1882 it is scheduled for completion in 2026.  The cranes testify to 
its current state; given the narture of the architecture they almost look a 
natural part. 



Valencia

The drive from Barcelona to Valencia was one of the longer 
ones, just over 5 hours.  However, Valencia was a bit easier to 
navigate and we found the hotel relatively quickly.  The icing 
on the cake was valet parking. It was one of the Melia chain, a 
very nice hotel, with very nice rooms.  

After checking in we took a walk around the city. Many of the 
streets were lined with orange trees; no surprise.  

Bill and Eric tried to find a restaurant suggested by Tripadvisor 
but gave up after one half hour of walking in circles. We ended 
choosing a restaurant named Baldo which turned out to have 
awful food and service. But it did let us complain about 
something; complaining is part of a well-balanced lifestyle.  


Valencia




In the Crowd 


Valencia Cathedral 


City Hiking in Valencia 




Alhambra
Panoramic view of the Alhambra, with gardens in the forefront, the church centre left, the Nasrid Palaces to its right and then the alcazaba or citadel to the right.  In the background lies the city of Granada. 



Alhambra
Panoramic view of the Alhambra, with gardens in the forefront, the church centre left, the Nasrid Palaces to its right and then the alcazaba or citadel to the right.  In the background lies the city of Granada. 



Granada

We arrived at Granada around 3 p.m. As usual, we ended up 
parking and walking to the hotel.  The GPS continued to have 
issues on narrow streets of the old city. 

After settling in we walked down the street to the end of the 
block where there was a river and three outdoor cafes sitting 
under the Alhambra perched above on a hill.  We picked one of 
the cafes and sat there for the remainder of the afternoon. We 
deserved some down-time after the excitement of the 
narrow-street driving.   

We found a nice restaurant for dinner which, as is usual in 
Spain, didn’t open until 8:30 p.m.  

The morning of day two was spent at the Alhambra. We saw 
most of the major parts of the site, including the citadel and 
the gardens of Generalife.  It was a lot of walking. We left 
Alhambra around noon and went to another cafe near to the 
hotel. The service was poor and the waiter was grumpy.  

After lunch we walked to the Cathedral in town, and following 
that a bus ride to a monastery. The bus ride was fun; the sites 
were a little disappointing.   

That evening we went to a Flamenco dance show which was 
hosted in a restaurant very close to the hotel. It was beyond 
expectation.  It started slow, but halfway through a fifth dancer 
came onto the stage.  He was the ringer.  While the first four 
dancers were good, this fellow was spectacular.  

On our last full day in Granada we returned to the Alhambra. 
This time with a guided tour. While the group was large, each 
participant was fitted with a wireless headset and the guide 
communicated through that rather then yelling across the 
crowds.  Much more civilized.  The tour covered the irrigation 
system, the Palace and the gardens of Generalife.    

After the tour, we walked to the city, had a late lunch and then 
went on a tour of an olive farm. This tour was interesting, but 
expensive. We also added a wine tasting package; 3 of the 4 
wines tasted were subpar.  




Atop Alhambra 
Alba and Linda on Torre de la Vela, the flag of Ferdinand and Isabella was first 
raised as a symbol of the Spanish conquest of Granada on 2 January 1492 

Eric and Alba 
A top Torre de la Vela with Granada in background 

Linda
Linda a top Torre de la Vela with Granada in 
background



Flamenco Dancer at Cuevas Los Tarantos 
One night in Granada after dinner we walked a short way from our hotel to 
this restaurant built into a cave.  The advice of the concierge at the hotel 
was: the dancing is fantastic, the food is bad.  The former was true, we did 
not test the latter. 

Flamenco Dancer 



Water Reflections 
Court of the Myrtles inside the Moorish Palace. 



Arabesques
Arabesques around one of the windows in the 
Palace

Fountain
A lion in the Court of the Lions. 

Palace
A room of the palace and a view of the Court of the Lions. 



Cadiz

The drive from Granada to Cadiz was smooth and uneventful. 
While we had little problem finding the hotel, a van in front of 
us trying to get to the same hotel was unable to negotiate the 
narrow streets and was forced to back-out.  As I was behind, so 
I too had to back-out.  This meant driving in reverse a few 
hundred meters down a narrow old-city-road. One of the 
women in the van got out, and speaking in Spanish, explained 
the situation to me and why they needed to back-out. I replied 
in English as the plate on the car displayed a large GB. She 
continued to speak to me in Spanish.  Obviously she was 
frustrated.   

On our walking tour  around town we went up one of the many 
towers in the city were we had a 360 view of the city. The tower 
was also equipped with a Camera Obscura which turned out to 
be quite something.  It could be rotated around all 360 
degrees; it could zoom and it could focus.  The images 
conveyed on a spherical surface were surprisingly crisp and 
clear.  It was like watching a silent movie, albeit in colour. 

As Cadiz is on the Atlantic, we walked to the shore, but all that 
could be seen was the port, no beaches.  

For lunch, we enjoyed fresh fish.  For dinner we went to Café  
Royal which was highly recommended.  It was a big dinner, we 
should have just ordered the starters. 




Cadiz  
From atop one of Cadiz’s many towers with Cathedral and beaches looking out on to the Atlantic in the background. 



Plaza with Palms 



Cafe Royalty 
Highly rated, we enjoyed a dinner here. 



Seville

In Seville we had rented apartments rather than hotel suites.  
This meant we had a kitchen and washing machines.  However, 
when we arrived there was no one there; only a contact 
telephone number.  Not having a phone with us, and no public 
phones available, Alba was left to beg for use of a phone.   

We spent the remainder of the day walking around the city, 
into the Jewish Quarter and then down through the gardens to 
the river.  We had lunch in a restaurant across from the 
Cathedral. The street was very busy; it seemed there was a 
parade finishing, as we saw many with banners passed by. 

The next day we tried to order tickets for the Alcazar online, but 
could not purchase same-day tickets.   So we walked over early 
before opening time to avoid the lines to buy the tickets.  

The palace was impressive, especially the gardens. Halfway 
through we lost Eric and Alba, but later we found them in a 
cafe near the apartment. Retiring from that busy street we 
sought a more secluded location for lunch. We found a nice 
little cafe with fresh seafood serving squid, calamari, and good 
beer; very enjoyable. 

After lunch Bill and Linda took a walk finding a nice cafe 
overlooking the river and sat there for an hour until closing 
time; a very lazy and enjoyable  afternoon. 







Mercury
In the Alcazar of Seville 

Alcazar





Lunch
Lunches in Spain were often later in the day; anywhere from 2:00 to 5:00.  Dinner was not until 8:30. 



Giralda




Cordoba


Our hotel was located across the street from the Roman 
Temple, just on the edge of the Jewish Quarter.   

During our stay we walked much of the Jewish Quarter, visited 
the Cathedral - Mosque, the Roman Bridge, the Fortress of the 
Kings and its gardens.  The Cathedral - Mosque is striking in it's 
blending of cultures and styles.  Surprisingly it was not packed 
wall-to-wall with people; may be it's the time of year. 

The Fortress of the Kings was also interesting, but second to 
the Cathedral.     

While Seville had a Jewish Quarter, Cordoba's seemed less 
commercialized and was thus quieter and less crowded. 

While our first night's dinner was provided with excellent 
service, the food itself was just passable.  However, Bill and 
Linda did enjoy a fine lunch at Taberna Salinas; so good that 
the four of us went there for dinner. 






Cathedral of Corboba 




The Mezquita 
Now a Cathedral, once a Mosque the building manifests both heritages at 
this interface. 

Arches of The Mezquita 
The building has 856 columns of jasper, onyx, marble, and granite 



The Jewish Quarter 


Averroës
Moorish administrator, judge, philosopher and physician Averroës -- born 
here of a family of lawyers in 1126 and died in Marrakesh (now in Morocco) 
72 years later. 



Garden of Alcázar de los Reyes Cristianos 

Columbus, Isabel and Fernado 
In the garden of Alcázar de los Reyes Cristianos. In 1489 
Columbus met here with Fernado and Isabel prior to sailing 



Alcázar de los Reyes Cristianos 




Toledo

Toledo was a short stop; a late afternoon arrival and an early 
departure for Madrid.    

Regardless, we did see the Cathedral and the El Greco Museum.  
The latter was impressive, presenting his portrayal of the Christ 
and his Disciples, in a home that was refurbished to his time. 

While walking along a little side street, the owner of a 
restaurant invited us in to have a tour of his 13th century 
building.  He showed us up to the top level where the tables 
had a view of the Cathedral.  We would have had dinner there, 
but unfortunately on that day he was closed for dinner.   

Instead we ended up having dinner in a new-age restaurant.  
While highly rated the meal was just above par and the tables 
and chairs were all in miniature.  It was weird.   




Cathedral of Toledo 
The Cathedral of Toledo is one of the three 13th-century High Gothic cathedrals in Spain and is considered, in the opinion of some authorities, to be the magnum 
opus[1] of the Gothic style in Spain. It was begun in 1226 under the rule of Ferdinand III and the last Gothic contributions were made in the 15th century when, in 
1493, the vaults of the central nave were finished. 



Madrid

Our stay in Madrid was stifled by the rain.  This was the first 
time weather had really affected our plans.  We tended 
therefore towards in-door activities.   

Alba and Bill visited the Prado, which was just across the street 
from our hotel.  We were lucky to find no line and an easy 
entrance.  As marvellous as it is, it was a bit of an overdose.  This 
is a place that needs several hours over a couple of days to 
enjoy.   

We walked up the street to the market, but found it small and 
somewhat disappointing, even though the fresh Monkfish was 
a treat. From there we walked towards the Palace, witnessed a 
protest rally--all very peaceable--saw the status of John-Paul II, 
visited the Royal Chapel and looked at the long line waiting to 
get into the Palace and decided it wasn’t worth it.   

On Saturday we got up early and drove Eric and Alba to the 
airport.  It was a good thing it was early in the morning as there 
are no direct routes in Spain and this one was unusually 
circuitous.  Navigating this route in heavy traffic would have 
been a challenge. 












Dinner



Cathedral of The Royal Palace 

Olives



Wine and Bread 
A still life from Barcelona 



Ocean View 
In Sitges 


